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Abstract

This invited review is based upon a recent oral paper I presented at the Virtual Reality Symposium

of the 34th International Ethological Conference (2015, Cairns, Australia), and as such it describes

studies conducted mainly in my own laboratory. It reviews how we utilized visual stimuli for induc-

ing behavioral responses in the zebrafish with a focus on shoaling, group forming behavior. The

zebrafish is gaining increasing popularity in neuroscience. With this interest, its behavior is also

more frequently studied. One of the many advantages of the zebrafish over traditional laboratory

rodents is that this species is diurnal, and it relies heavily upon its visual system. Thus, similarly to

our own species, zebrafish respond to visual stimuli in a robust and easily quantifiable manner. For

the past decade, we have been exploring how to use such visual stimuli, and have developed nu-

merous paradigms with which we can induce and quantify a variety of behavioral responses,

including shoaling. This review summarizes some of these studies, and discusses questions includ-

ing whether one should use live fish as stimulus, whether and how one could present animated

(moving images) of fish, and how one could optimize a range of stimulus presentation parameters

to elicit the most robust responses in zebrafish. Although the zebrafish is a relative newcomer in

ethology and behavioral neuroscience, and although many of our findings only represent the first

steps in this research, our results suggest that the behavioral analysis of the zebrafish will have an

important place in biomedical research.

Key words: alcohol, animated images, high-throughput screening, learning and memory, schooling fish, shoaling, social behavior,

zebrafish.

Introduction: Animal Psychology is not a Soft
Science

Behavioral analysis, and perhaps psychology in general, has some-

times been looked down on as a softer science, especially when com-

pared with other subdisciplines of biology such as genetics or

neuroscience. This view is often echoed implicitly or explicitly based

on a key and recurrent issue: replicability. Behavior often exhibits

apparently higher variation (within experiment, across experiment,

and/or across laboratories) compared with other biological features

the scientist may chose to measure, and thus the findings may appear

to be difficult to replicate (Crabbe et al. 1999). Having been worked

in the fields of genetics and neuroscience, I debate the general

validity of this argument. Nevertheless, I also acknowledge that in-

deed behavior can be frustratingly variable. However, this variabil-

ity may be viewed not as a disadvantage, but rather as an

opportunity. One may argue that the variability comes from behav-

ior being more flexible, resulting from plasticity and the complexity

of the brain. As such, behavior may be viewed as a phenotypical

measure that is more responsive to environmental (extrinsic) as well

as internal (intrinsic) factors than most other phenotypes, and this is

where the opportunity lies. Behavioral analysis may be viewed as a

tool with which one can efficiently probe the functioning of the cen-

tral nervous system (CNS), a tool that allows one to detect even

small and otherwise obscured functional changes in the brain
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(Gerlai 2002, 2014a). These changes may be induced by environ-

mental factors, but may also be the result of other experimental ma-

nipulations, for example, genetic (Godinho and Nolan 2006; Takao

and Miyakawa 2006; Haesemeyer and Schier 2015) or pharmaco-

logical manipulations (Kokel et al. 2012; Alexandrov et al. 2015;

Haesemeyer and Schier 2015). Thus, behavioral analysis may be uti-

lized for testing how the animal responds to the ever-changing envir-

onment, and it may also be used to screen drugs or mutations thus

allowing one to answer fundamental mechanistic questions about

the brain.

Another reason why animal psychology is occasionally con-

sidered a soft science is that behavioral analysis appears to be very

easy to conduct. For example, one of the most frequently utilized

learning paradigms employed in neurobehavioral genetic research of

relational memory is the Morris Water Maze (Schenk and Morris

1985). This maze is not employed with fish, instead mice or rats are

required to swim and find a hidden target, a platform placed just

below the water level in the maze. This task gained much attention

among neuroscientists as it allowed the investigator to analyze the

functioning of a crucial part of the brain, the hippocampus (Bures

et al. 1997; Gerlai 2001). But all this task requires is a large pool of

water made murky with white water-color, a pedestal (platform)

that is placed underneath the water surface, and a stop watch with

which the experimenter measures how quickly the rat or mouse

manages to get onto the platform and thus out of the water. It ap-

pears easy and simple. The simplicity of the task, however, is mis-

leading (Gerlai 2001). Decades of research showed that depending

on how one runs the task, depending on numerous procedural, phys-

ical, and timing parameters of the task, and also depending on the

genotype (strain origin) of the rodent tested in it, widely different re-

sults may be obtained (Lipp and Wolfer 1998; Wahlsten et al.

2005).

Why is this discussion relevant to the focus of this review? The

talks presented at the virtual reality symposium of the 34th

International Ethological Conference in Cairns Australia nicely dem-

onstrated that animal psychology methods are not simple, nor they

are easy or imprecise. They are sophisticated, and can be conducted

in a manner that allows precision, that is, increased replicability and

consistency across experiments. One source of both these features

(sophistication and consistency) comes from the increasingly power-

ful computer hardware and ingenious software applications em-

ployed in animal behavior research. This review will discuss neither

of these features, however. It will not focus on the actual computer

solutions. Instead, it will discuss HOW these methods may be uti-

lized in animal research whose aim is to understand how the brain

of the simplest vertebrate, fish, works.

Why Study Fish, and Why Zebrafish among all
the Species?

Fish are the simplest vertebrate species. Analysis of fish represents a

reductionist approach, one which allows the investigator to study

fundamental and evolutionarily more ancient aspects of our biology

(Gerlai 2014b). The questions answered by fish research are import-

ant not only because of the evolutionarily ancient aspect of this

taxon, but also because fish, and zebrafish in particular, have been

shown to provide translationally relevant answers (Kalueff et al.

2014). Translational relevance is, of course, the result of the con-

tinuity of the evolutionary process. It manifests, for example, as con-

served nucleotide sequence among zebrafish and human (or other

mammalian) genes, as similarity of neurotransmitter systems of the

zebrafish and human brains, and as efficacy of drugs in zebrafish

originally developed for mammals (Kalueff et al. 2014; Stewart

et al. 2014a, 2014b), to mention but a few features.

In addition to the relative simplicity of the zebrafish, this species

has many other advantages that are now being recognized, and

which make this little fish compete well with the traditional labora-

tory rodent species in biomedical research. Zebrafish are small

(4 cm long), very prolific (a single female can produce 200 eggs at

each spawning and may spawn multiple times a week), and easy to

maintain (the zebrafish is a group forming fish and can be crowded

in small tanks). It also happens to develop very fast (completes its

organogenesis within 5 days), and remains practically transparent

during this process. Due to these features, about 4 decades ago de-

velopmental biologists discovered the zebrafish (Streisinger et al.

1981; Granato and Nüsslein-Volhard 1996), and geneticists started

to assemble a molecular biology tool set specifically designed for

this species (Kimmel 1989; Granato and Nüsslein-Volhard 1996;

Patton and Zon 2001). By now, the zebrafish has become one of the

most preferred species of geneticists with powerful genome engineer-

ing tools and forward and reverse genetic techniques readily avail-

able for it (Clark et al. 2011; Blackburn et al. 2013).

The main bottleneck of zebrafish research concerned with under-

standing how the brain functions is the analysis of its behavior

(Sison et al. 2006). However, even this area of research has seen a

rapid growth with number of publications on zebrafish behavior

showing a quasi-exponential increase over the past decade (Kalueff

et al. 2014). The current review will focus on one aspect of this new

development, the use of visual stimuli in the behavioral analysis of

shoaling (group forming) responses in zebrafish. This focus is admit-

tedly biased, as it is based on the studies conducted in my own la-

boratory. Clearly, other stimuli have also been successfully

employed and behavioral tests other than those focused on shoaling

are also important. For example, robotic fish in the context of anti-

predatory behavior have started to be employed in zebrafish (Ladu

et al. 2015).

Visual Stimuli: Ethological Relevance,
Sophistication, and Control

Given the focus of the Virtual Reality Symposium of the

International Ethological Congress held in 2015 in Cairns,

Australia, all speakers, including myself focused on visual stimuli.

Nevertheless, fish utilize stimuli of multiple modalities. They can

hear (Ladich 2014), smell (Hamdaniel and Døving 2007), and per-

ceive low frequency vibration via their lateral line (Bleckmann and

Zelick 2009) (somewhat equivalent to tactile stimulus perception in

terrestrial species). Is the focus of research on visual stimuli and is

the use of these stimuli as the method of experimental manipulation

well justified? At this point, the answer to these questions is not well

known. Nevertheless, it is clear that most fish species, with the

zebrafish included, are diurnal, that is, active during the day. Being

diurnal means that the visual system of the zebrafish is well de-

veloped, and visual cues represent salient features of the environ-

ment for this species (Neuhauss 2003). This is an important

advantage of the zebrafish over the nocturnal laboratory rodents.

Visual cues are much easier to manipulate than auditory or olfactory

or lateral lines cues. Their on-set, off-set, location, and many other

particular features of the stimulus can be precisely controlled. The

equipment (e.g., monitors, cameras, computers) one employs to pre-

sent and control visual stimuli is readily available from electronics

stores for a relatively low cost, because our own species is also
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diurnal and uses visual stimuli in our daily life. Last, for the latter

reason, the face validity, and often also the construct validity, of

zebrafish paradigms and biological models of human brain function

utilizing visual stimuli is high (Neuhauss 2003).

Nevertheless, vision is only one of several modalities fish use,

and the question whether employing stimuli of other modalities is

required or necessary in behavioral brain research remains to be an-

swered. Some studies, including those with robotic fish have shown

promise, for example (Ladu et al. 2015). In these studies, the actual

physical presence of the robotic fish provides not only visual but

also auditory and lateral line stimuli to the experimental fish. The

complication with robotic fish, however, is that controlling the

movement and sound of the robot in a manner that makes its behav-

ior ethologically relevant is rather complicated not only because of

technical limitations, but also because of our limited understanding

of the role of such stimuli in fish behavior. In this review, thus I

focus on the modality that is best studied and most easily controlled:

visual stimuli. But what visual stimuli should we use and how

should we present them?

The answer to this question has now been found in a comprehen-

sive review published in this special issue (Chouinard-Thuly et al.

2017). In my laboratory, we have been studying the effects of visual

stimuli in two main contexts, a form of social behavior, shoaling

(group forming) (Miller and Gerlai 2012), and fear or anxiety (or anti-

predatory behaviors) (Gerlai 2010a). Each of these different contexts

represents idiosyncratic challenges, but has a common guiding prin-

ciple: ethological relevance (Gerlai and Clayton 1999). In other words,

we attempt to use stimuli that make sense from the perspectives of the

evolutionary history and ecology of the zebrafish. In the current re-

view, I only discuss our studies on shoaling behavior in the context of

the methodological questions surrounding the use of visual stimuli.

Shoaling Behavior: How can we Induce and
Measure It?

Shoaling (group forming) is a fundamental and robust feature of the

zebrafish (Gerlai 2014c). Zebrafish shoal in nature and in the la-

boratory (Miller and Gerlai 2007; 2011 and references therein, also

see Parker et al. 2014). In nature, zebrafish have been observed to

aggregate in groups with the size of these groups varying from only

a few individuals to several hundred individuals (Engeszer et al.

2007). In the laboratory, shoaling has been induced and quantified

in two fundamentally different ways. One of them is to employ

freely moving fish and to record numerous shoaling behavior-related

parameters, including inter-individual distance among shoal mem-

bers (the average of all distances between a given focal fish and every

other shoal member), nearest neighbor distance (the smallest dis-

tance between the focal fish and its neighbor), frequency of excur-

sions (departures from the shoal), and polarization (the degree of

synchronization of movement) of the shoal (Miller and Gerlai 2008,

2012). The second one, the focus of this section, is to use visual stim-

uli and measure the response of a single experimental subject to

these stimuli (Saverino and Gerlai 2008). What visual stimuli should

we use and how should we deliver them?

Pioneering studies have shown that zebrafish are not indifferent

to the features of fish with which they form groups. Zebrafish do

not shoal with everyone. For example, zebrafish have been found to

shoal well with conspecifics of the same color or different color, but

they have been found not to shoal with a hetero-specific shoaling

species (white cloud Tanichthys albonubes) or a hetero-specific

non-shoaling species of fish (platy Xiphophorus maculatus)

(Saverino and Gerlai 2008) (Figure 1). What stimuli the experimen-

tal zebrafish based their decision on whether to shoal or not to shoal

are not known at this point. Nevertheless, subsequent analysis of

visual stimuli using computer animation demonstrated that both the

color and the shape of moving images of fish make a difference. In

this study, experimental zebrafish were presented with a choice

(Saverino and Gerlai 2008). On one side of the tank, the single ex-

perimental subject was shown animated (moving) images of a wild

type zebrafish, and on the other side a similarly moving but altered

images. The alterations ranged from color changes (yellow or red

tinted images), modification of stripe pattern (wild type zebrafish

are horizontally striped, and the modified images had no stripe or
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Figure 1. Zebrafish do not shoal with everyone. For each recording session, 5

wild type experimental fish were mixed with 5 stimulus fish. All fish were

allowed to swim freely and inter-individual distances between experimental

zebrafish (the focal fish) and all stimulus fish were measured (as illustrated in

panel E). Four different type of stimulus fish were used: (A) Platy

Xiphophorus maculatus, a hetero-specific non-shoaling fish; (B) white cloud

Tanichthys albonubes, a hetero-specific shoaling fish; (C) a gold color variant

of zebrafish Danio rerio, a conspecific shoaling fish; and wild type zebrafish

Danio rerio, a conspecific shoaling fish marked with a small tail clip to distin-

guish them from the experimental fish, which otherwise looked identical to

the stimulus fish. The graph shows that experimental zebrafish swam signifi-

cantly closer to conspecifics irrespective of their color when compared with

hetero-specific shoaling or non-shoaling fish. Mean 6 SEM are shown. The

small letters above the bars represent the results of a Tukey Honestly

Significant Difference multiple comparison post hoc analysis. Bars with dif-

ferent letter designations significantly (P<0.05) differ. Note that the results

could not distinguish what features of the stimulus fish (e.g., their shape,

color, pattern, movement, olfactory cues, etc.) drove the shoaling decision of

the experimental zebrafish, or whether it was the experimental zebrafish’s be-

havior or the stimulus fish’s behavior or both, that led to differential shoal co-

hesion. For further details, full description of results and statistical analyses,

see Saverino and Gerlai (2008). Modified from Saverino and Gerlai (2008).
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had horizontal stripes), or the shape of the images (elongated or

more round body). Preference was evaluated by measuring how

much time the experimental fish spent in the proximity of one versus

the other image side. The results were somewhat surprising.

Zebrafish were found to exhibit equal preference to images with

wild type stripe pattern versus no stripe or vertical stripe pattern

(Saverino and Gerlai 2008). They also did not show any change in

the strength of preference toward the more rounded body shape, but

showed a robust avoidance reaction toward the side where the elon-

gated images were shown (Figure 2) (Saverino and Gerlai 2008). A

possible explanation for the latter is that the elongated images

resembled a natural predator of the zebrafish, the needle fish

(Saverino and Gerlai 2008). Also interesting was the finding that

showed that zebrafish exhibited a differential preference toward yel-

low colored images over the wild type colored images (Figure 2)

(Saverino and Gerlai 2008). The potential explanation for this find-

ing may be that during spawning, and also during aggressive en-

counters, zebrafish appear more vividly colored associated with

enhanced golden, or yellow hue. Last, zebrafish are also sensitive to

several other aspects of the visual stimuli intended to induce shoal-

ing responses. For example, we have started to investigate the effects

of the size and the number of conspecific images (Fernandes et al.

2015a) as well as the speed, location, and numerous other features

of these images on shoaling responses in zebrafish (Mahabir S,

Gerlai R, unpublished data). Although these results are preliminary,

they signify the need to conduct systematic and parametric analysis

of numerous visual features as to how important or unimportant

they may be for shoaling decisions in the zebrafish. Briefly, we do

not yet know what a Platonian essence of zebrafishness is for the

zebrafish, but we already do know that not every feature matters

with the same weight and some features do not matter at all.

These findings raise an important practical question too: how

sophisticated must the image-presentation method be to induce

maximal behavioral responses in the experimental zebrafish? Are

visual cues alone sufficient to induce maximal shoaling responses, or

do zebrafish also need olfactory, auditory, and/or lateral line cues

when making shoaling decisions? Would realistic 3D image move-

ment be required to induce maximal shoaling responses, or could

simpler, more rudimentary image movement patterns be sufficient?

Could only a subset of visual stimuli characteristic of a real zebrafish

be sufficient? The above questions have started to be addressed by a

recent study (Qin et al. 2014). In this study, we compared the

strength of shoaling of experimental fish induced by different stim-

uli, including live stimulus fish inside the tank of the experimental

zebrafish, live stimulus fish outside the tank of the experimental

fish, presentation of a pre-recorded video showing live stimulus fish

on a computer monitor, or presentation of animated (moving)

images of zebrafish, respectively. Shoaling strength was quantified

as the distance between the stimulus and the experimental fish dur-

ing stimulus presentation (Figure 3). The shorter the distance was,

the stronger the shoaling response was considered. Live stimulus fish

inside the tank of the experimental fish (separated from the experi-

mental fish by a perforated and transparent acrylic sheet) allowed

the experimental fish to perceive all stimuli irrespective of their mo-

dality. Presenting live stimulus fish outside of the experimental fish

allowed the stimulus fish to perceive only visual cues of the stimulus

fish. Presentation of video-recordings of live stimulus fish also pro-

vided visual cues only, but in this test the stimulus fish could not

interact with or respond to the behavior of the experimental fish.

Last, presentation of computer animated 2D images of zebrafish

provided stimuli that neither interacted, nor moved realistically in

3D. Interestingly, comparison of shoaling strength across these dif-

ferent conditions found no differences the effect of the employed

stimuli. All of these stimuli were effective and induced a robust

shoaling response (Qin et al. 2014). Thus, we concluded that zebra-

fish did not require realistic 3D image software presentation tools,

and did not require interactive image responses, nor did they need

perception of stimuli of modalities other than visual in order to ex-

hibit a maximal shoaling response. A simple 2D animated image

presentation suffices. Although this finding may seem surprising at

first sight, ethologists have long known that even complex verte-

brates may use only a limited number of cues in a range of behav-

ioral contexts. The concept of key stimulus triggering fixed action

patterns is well appreciated in animal behavioral studies
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Figure 2. Examples of visual stimulus feature preference/avoidance in zebra-

fish. The upper panel shows the different images shown to zebrafish. On one

side of the experimental tank, a group of animated (moving) images of un-

altered, wild type zebrafish (A) were presented, while on the opposite side, a

group of animated images of one of the other six modified photos (B, C, D, E,

F, or G) were shown (image D shows a yellow and E a red coloured zebrafish).

The bar graphs show the percent of time a single experimental fish spent in

the third of the tank near the wild type images, the center of the tank, and in

the third of the tank near the modified images. Chance level performance

(33%) is indicated by the solid horizontal line. Mean 6 SEM are shown.

Asterisks denote significant difference compared with chance (*P<0.05,

**P<0.01, ***P<0.001). Two experimental condition examples are shown:

The left bar graph shows that experimental zebrafish exhibited a significant

preference toward the yellow colored images. The bar graph on the right

shows that zebrafish exhibited a significant avoidance of the elongated

images. For further details, full description of results and statistical analyses,

see Saverino and Gerlai (2008). Modified from Saverino and Gerlai (2008).
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(Huntingford 1984; Takeuchi et al. 1987). For example, stickleback

males respond equally vigorously with aggressive display to an ap-

proaching dominant male opponent or to a non-fish shaped object

whose bottom part is colored red (Tinbergen 1951). Similarly, sea

gull chicks will peck equally enthusiastically at the orange tipped

beak of their mothers and also at a short stick presented to them

with a similar color pattern (for review see Cate 2009). Zebrafish

may also use such key stimuli when deciding whether to shoal or not

to shoal and may not need fully realistic rendering of the color, pat-

tern, shape, and movement of live zebrafish.

However, some cautionary notes must be made about this con-

clusion. Conceptually, it is easy to see why zebrafish would require

only a simplified virtual reality presentation. Instead of perceiving

all stimuli that characterize shoal mates, they may only pay atten-

tion and/or respond to a very small subset of key features of their

shoal mates. Thus, one may conclude that realistic 3D-like anima-

tion of zebrafish-like images is not necessary. Nevertheless, the

above-discussed findings cannot be considered as final proof for this

argument. The reason is that our assumption that there is a linear

negative correlation between shoaling strength and the distance to

the shoal stimulus may not be entirely correct. It is possible that this

measure is not sensitive enough to, and thus may not properly quan-

tify, true shoal preference. An alternative method, often employed in

fish research, is the choice task, in which the contrasted stimuli are

presented on two opposite ends or two different parts of the test ap-

paratus (e.g., Saverino and Gerlai 2008; G�omez-Laplaza and Gerlai

2011). The second point to which I draw the reader’s attention here

is the potential context-specific nature of key stimuli. For example,

under highly aversive conditions zebrafish may not exhibit selective

preference for particular stripe patterns, and thus may shoal well

with all fish as long as these fish are about the same size, shape, and

general color as the experimental subject. This may be because areal

predators (fishing birds) do not see the stripe pattern differences that

the fish exhibit on their sides, and thus the oddity effect may not

work for this type of stimulus (Landeau and Terborgh 1986).

However, in the context of reproductive behavior, preference for the

horizontal stripe pattern in the zebrafish is likely to be crucial. This

is because there are several danio and devario species sympatric in

nature with the zebrafish that, although exhibiting the same olive

brown color on their back (when viewed from above), show highly

different and species-specific color and stripe patterns on their side.

In summary, the investigation of what stimuli to use for the in-

duction of shoaling is only beginning. Nevertheless, it is already

clear that computer-aided animations can be employed effectively.

Presentation of animated images allows consistent stimulus delivery,

which is expected to reduce error variation within and across experi-

ments. The on-set and offset of stimulus delivery can be precisely

controlled, and numerous aspects of the presented visual stimuli

may be systematically dissected and investigated. It is thus likely

that soon we will have a detailed catalog of what visual stimuli we

need to present and in what contexts to induce the desired behav-

ioral responses in zebrafish. It is also likely that during the establish-

ment of these methodological details, numerous findings related to

ethological, ecological, and evolutionary fitness questions will be

discovered. Last, the developed methods will allow us to use zebra-

fish in biomedical research, that is, in the analysis of brain function

of the zebrafish and in the modeling of brain dysfunction associated

human disorders (Gerlai 2010b; Kalueff et al. 2014), a topic we dis-

cuss in the last section of this review.

Shoaling, Biological Mechanisms, and Disease
Models

The number of genes that express mRNA in the brain of a verte-

brate, including that of the zebrafish, is currently estimated to be

around 10–15 thousand, well over 50% of the entire genome of the
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Figure 3. Comparison of different stimuli according to their effect on the shoaling response of experimental zebrafish. A single experimental fish was allowed to
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induced a robust shoaling response that was statistically indistinguishable across the different conditions. For further details and statistical analyses see Qin

et al. (2014). Modified from Qin et al. (2014).
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Saif et al. (2013). Modified from Scerbina et al. (2012) and Saif et al. (2013).
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given species (Lein et al. 2007; Pan et al. 2011). Imaging neuronal

activity in response to a simple visual stimulus in live immobilized

zebrafish shows waves of a dazzling array of neuronal activity

changes (Ahrens et al. 2013; Perez et al. 2015). Perception, process-

ing, and responding to social stimuli may engage many parts of the

zebrafish brain. Social behaviors, including shoaling, are arguably

some of the most complex functions the zebrafish brain may per-

form. How can we understand all this complexity? Clearly, we are

quite far from having a complete account of neurobiological mech-

anisms underlying vertebrate social behavior, but over the past sev-

eral years a lot of information has already been accumulated on this

subject.

Instead of reviewing this already vast literature, here I present a

proof of principle example from my own laboratory, a narrowly

focused hypothesis driven research on dopamine and the role of the

dopaminergic system in zebrafish shoaling behavior. This focus has

been warranted by the observation that the sight of conspecifics is

rewarding in zebrafish (Al-Imari and Gerlai 2008) and that the

dopaminergic system is involved in reward in a variety of vertebrate

species (Hoebel 1985; Fibiger and Phillips 1988; Wise and Rompre

1989). Zebrafish have been found to perform well in an associative

learning task in which the reinforcement applied was visual access

to live conspecific stimulus fish (Al-Imari and Gerlai 2008). When

presentation of an otherwise neutral color cue card (the conditioned

stimulus, CS) was paired with the presentation of live conspecifics

(the unconditioned stimulus, or US), zebrafish quickly learned the

association between these two sets of stimuli. After 20 pairing trials,

when the color cue was presented alone, the trained experimental

zebrafish preferred to stay in close proximity to the color cue (Al-

Imari and Gerlai 2008). However, zebrafish that received the CS

and US presented randomly during training, that is, not in a paired

fashion, showed no preference for the CS (the cue card). In addition

to proving the ability of zebrafish to acquire associative memory,

this learning task also demonstrated that the sight of conspecifics is

rewarding.

The dopaminergic system plays a fundamentally important role

in reward and motivation in vertebrates. Thus, we wanted to inves-

tigate whether shoaling in zebrafish is mediated by this neurotrans-

mitter system. We employed a dopamine D1-receptor antagonist

SCH23390, which has known selectivity for D1-Receptors, at least

in mammals (Caine et al. 1995). D1-R is one of the most abun-

dantly expressed dopamine receptors in the zebrafish brain

(Boehmler et al. 2004; Li et al. 2007). Most proteins compared be-

tween zebrafish and mammals have been found to possess high

amino-acid sequence similarity especially at functionally important

parts of the proteins. Based on such evolutionary conservation

across these distant species one may expect drugs developed for

mammalian species (including humans) to show similar efficacy in

the zebrafish. Thus, using the SCH23390 D1-R antagonist, we ex-

pected to significantly impair the functioning of the dopaminergic

system. Interestingly, zebrafish immersed in the D1-R antagonist

drug solution 30 min prior to a shoaling paradigm exhibited signifi-

cant and dose-dependent disruption of shoaling without any obvi-

ous motor side effects (Figure 4, panel B) (Scerbina et al. 2012).

Although promising, such disruption may still be a result of altered

performance features unrelated to shoaling itself. For example, un-

known off-target drug effects may have impaired motor function

(albeit not detected) or visual perception, or may have affected mo-

tivational features unrelated to shoaling, for example, fear and anx-

iety. Many of these putative changes may have modified shoaling

responses. To examine this possibility we used an alternative

approach. We induced shoaling using visual stimuli, and measured

the response of the dopaminergic system to this stimulation (Saif

et al. 2013). We removed the brains of zebrafish immediately after

the stimulation and quantified the amount of dopamine and

DOPAC (3,4-Dihydroxyphenylacetic acid, dopamine’s metabolite)

from the brain homogenates. Our results confirmed that the dopa-

minergic system is involved in shoaling (Figure 4, panel C).

Presentation of the shoaling images significantly increased the

amount of dopamine and DOPAC in the brains of zebrafish (Saif

et al. 2013). Importantly, presentation of animated images not

resembling zebrafish did not induce the shoaling response, and

these images also did not increase dopamine and DOPAC levels in

the brain of the tested zebrafish (Saif et al. 2013). Last, the activa-

tion of the dopaminergic system by the presentation of animated

conspecifics appeared to be specific to this neurotransmitter system,

as changes in other neurochemicals including in the amount of sero-

tonin and 5HIAA (serotonin’s metabolite) were not induced by the

presentation of animated conspecifics (Saif et al. 2013). The above

results strongly suggest that the sight of conspecifics is a rewarding

stimulus, and that shoaling is mediated by the dopaminergic system,

which both may explain the strong shoal-forming tendency of the

zebrafish. How can these results be utilized in modeling human

disorders?

We have been studying the effect of alcohol in zebrafish (Gerlai

et al. 2000; Gerlai 2015). Alcohol is a complex drug that engages

multiple neurotransmitter systems, one of which is the dopaminergic

system. Dopamine has been shown to play fundamental roles in

drug, including alcohol, abuse (Samson et al. 1992). However, also

importantly, alcohol has been long known to significantly affect sev-

eral domains of social behavior in humans (Boyatzis 1977; Wilson

1977). In addition to its acute and chronic effects, alcohol is also

known to alter embryonic development (Sampson et al. 1997).

When pregnant women drink, their children often end up suffering

from a lifelong disease, more or less severe forms of fetal alcohol

spectrum disorders, FASD (Sampson et al. 1997). Fetal alcohol spec-

trum disorders represent a huge societal burden and suffering with

an estimated frequency of occurrence in children that can exceed

10% depending on country or region examined (Roozen et al.

2016). Particularly prevalent are the milder forms of the disease

(May et al. 2009). A behavioral feature common to a range of FASD

cases, including the milder forms, has been increasingly recognized:

abnormal social behavior (Thomas et al. 1998; O’Connor et al.

2006; Kully-Martens et al. 2011; Rasmussen et al. 2011).

We decided to attempt to model this disease with zebrafish. Such

a model is not unrealistic. Unlike in many other human CNS dis-

orders, FASD has a clearly indentified cause: embryonic alcohol ex-

posure. We decided to model this disease by administering alcohol

at doses that would represent the milder, and more prevalent forms

of FASD, ones in which children do not suffer from major physical

abnormalities but rather only exhibit behavioral changes including

abnormal social behavior (May et al. 2009). We exposed zebrafish

24 h after fertilization for 2 h to alcohol ranging between 0.25 and

1.00 vol/vol% (Fernandes and Gerlai 2009). This developmental

time point represents the end of the segmentation and the beginning

of the pharyngula stage of zebrafish development, which corres-

ponds approximately to the late first or early second trimester of

human fetal development (Kimmel et al. 1995; also see http://zfin.

org/zf_info/zfbook/stages/and http://www.ehd.org/virtual-human-

embryo/). At this developmental stage, the major structural compo-

nents of the brain have started to form, but neuronal connections

have not been finalized and neuronal migration is still ongoing.
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Interestingly, unlike in prior studies where zebrafish embryos were

exposed to higher doses of alcohol and for longer periods of alcohol

administration (e.g., Bilotta et al. 2004; Arenzana et al. 2006), our

zebrafish showed no changes in their anatomy or growth rate, and

they experienced no increases in mortality (Fernandes and Gerlai

2009). In fact, the exposed fish seemed completely unaltered.

However, when we quantified their behavior during their adult

stage, we found a significant and dose-dependent impairment in

their response to animated images of conspecifics (Figure 5, panel A)

(Fernandes and Gerlai 2009). Such impairment could be due to

many factors, including impaired vision, impaired motor function,

altered fear, etc. However, by now we have excluded all these possi-

bilities (Fernandes and Gerlai 2009; Buske and Gerlai 2011; Seguin

D, Gerlai R, unpublished data). What we have been left with is so-

cial behavior itself. It appears that embryonic alcohol exposure dis-

rupted the development of the zebrafish brain leading to abnormal

responding to conspecific images. Also importantly, we have shown

that the impairment is replicable in a real shoaling situation: embry-

onic alcohol exposed fish form significantly less tight shoals than

control alcohol unexposed fish do (Buske and Gerlai 2011).

What mechanism could explain the impaired shoaling response?

It is likely that a teratogen-like alcohol induces a complex array of

developmental changes that may manifest as complicated network

of biochemical and structural abnormalities in the adult brain. We

have started to map these abnormalities, but here I only focus on

our proof of concept, that is, hypothesis driven approach. Given

what we learned about the involvement of the dopaminergic system

in shoaling and given the known interaction between alcohol and

dopamine, we decided to check the dopaminergic system as a poten-

tial mediator of the embryonic alcohol exposure induced impair-

ment in shoaling. We measured how the dopaminergic system

responds to the presentation of conspecific images in fish that were

never exposed to alcohol and in fish that were exposed to alcohol

during their embryonic development (Fernandes et al. 2015b).

Interestingly, we found that although the baseline levels of dopa-

mine and DOPAC were unaltered in alcohol-exposed fish, when

these fish were shown the conspecific images, they did not increase

dopamine and DOPAC levels in their brain, whereas fish that were

never exposed to alcohol showed a robust dopamine and DOPAC

response (Fernandes et al. 2015b). In summary, we discovered that

Figure 5. Exposure to alcohol during embryonic development (2 h long immersion at 24th h post-fertilization) significantly diminishes responding to animated

images of conspecifics at the behavioral (A) and neurochemistry (B) level. The behavioral test paradigm and apparatus is similar to that indicated in Figure 4. (A)

Distance to the stimulus screen significantly diminishes when animated images of conspecifics are being shown, a response that is significantly and dose de-

pendently diminishes in adult fish that were exposed to alcohol during their embryonic development. Mean 6 SEM are shown. The stimulus period is indicated

by the black solid horizontal bar underneath the line graphs. The unfilled horizontal bar underneath the line graphs represent the periods when the stimulus was

off. The concentration of alcohol to which experimental fish were exposed during their embryonic development is indicated above the corresponding line graph.

(B) The amount of dopamine relative to total brain protein weight is significantly increased in response to sight of animated conspecifics in control alcohol unex-

posed zebrafish. This dopamine response is, however, absent in adult fish that were exposed to alcohol during their embryonic development. Mean 6 SEM are

shown. The concentration of alcohol administered during embryonic development as well as stimulus condition (animated conspecifics absent versus present) is

indicated underneath the bar graph. Modified from Fernandes and Gerlai (2009) and from Fernandes et al. (2015b).
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embryonic alcohol treatment disrupts shoaling and impairs dopa-

minergic responses to social stimuli when tested in adult fish.

The above example demonstrates how one can utilize presenta-

tion of visual stimuli in the analysis of zebrafish behavior and how

such behavioral analysis may guide or complement modeling human

CNS disorders or other neurobiological mechanisms-related studies.

Clearly, the presentation of computer-animated visual stimuli adds

sophistication, experimental control, and precision to animal behav-

ioral studies. When paired with automated recording and quantifi-

cation of behavioral responses, for example, with the use of video-

tracking systems, such virtual-reality systems can be utilized for the

analysis of a large number of subjects, because the experimenter

does not need to be present and because a large number of apparati

may be run in parallel. The ability to run multiple tests at the same

time significantly increases throughput, which may allow one to

conduct large-scale mutagenesis and/or drug screening studies (e.g.,

Rihel et al. 2010; also see review by Gerlai 2014a). Such screening

studies in turn may allow one to systematically analyze complex

neurobiological phenomena, including the mechanisms of social be-

havior of vertebrates, and/or the mechanisms underlying fetal alco-

hol exposure induced changes in the brain. Once these mechanisms

are discovered and better understood, this knowledge may be uti-

lized in the development of therapeutic applications, and also in the

identification of biomarkers that would aid diagnosis. Clearly, these

are long-term goals, but I suggest the increasingly sophisticated

virtual-reality methods coupled with the fast-paced development of

molecular tool custom designed for the zebrafish, will make this lit-

tle vertebrate an excellent tool for the neuroscientist.
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